Abstract
INTRODUCTION
conditions, but which also depends on the irrigation discharge. Infiltration estimation is not 67 an easy task even in flat geometry surface irrigation systems such as borders and basins.
68
Numerical parameter estimation techniques have often been applied to this problem, and the 69 resulting parameters only represent the soil surface in the particular experimental conditions.
70
In furrow irrigation systems, infiltration additionally depends on furrow geometry and on parameter has often been analysed in an attempt to derive better parameter estimates.
82
The analysis of previous efforts suggests that three aspects of furrow fertigation sim-83 ulation seem to require further attention: infiltration, roughness and fertilizer dispersion.
84
Furrow fertigation is an active field of research in which simplified advective models are 85 used because of the difficulties related to introducing additional simulation parameters and 86 performing additional computations. While this may be an adequate choice in many cases, 87 particular furrow configurations and experimental conditions require an adequate treatment 88 of fertilizer hydrodynamic dispersion. There is a need for numerical models of furrow ferti-89 gation using a few, physically based parameters which can be either measured or estimated 90 from experimental measures.
91
In the last decades, a particular type of furrow irrigation systems has become very popular 92 among farmers in certain areas of the world: level furrows (Walker and Skogerboe 1987) . In 93 this system, a zero-slope field with one inflow point is furrowed at the beginning of the season. furrows and recirculating through the downstream distribution channel once water advances 96 to the downstream end of some irrigation furrows (Playán et al. 2004) . Level furrows are 97 characterized by requiring very little labour and by a high potential application efficiency.
98
Irrigation simulation in level furrow systems was reported by García-Navarro et al. (2004) .
99
In this work, a coupled model of water flow and solute transport is presented for the 
104
• the friction term, implementing the recent developments by Burguete et al. (2007c) 105 aiming at introducing an absolute roughness parameter;
106
• the model proposed by Rutherford (1994) • the numerical techniques used for the solution of the governing set of equations.
where U is the vector of conserved variables, F the flux vector, S c the source term vector, I
117 the infiltration vector and D stands for diffusion:
with A the wetted cross sectional area, Q the discharge, s the cross sectional average solute 120 concentration, g the gravity constant, S 0 the longitudinal bottom slope, S f the longitudinal 121 friction slope, K x the diffusion coefficient, i the infiltration rate, P the cross sectional wetted 122 perimeter. I 1 and I 2 represent pressure forces:
with H the water depth and w the cross section width (see Figure 1 for the system of 124 reference). The furrows are modellled as pervious prismatic channels of trapezoidal cross 125 section as represented in Figure 2 . In this case, the pressure integrals become:
with B 0 the base width and S the tangent of the angle between the furrow walls and the 127 vertical direction. The set of equations is completed with the laws for infiltrated volume of 128 water and solute:
with α the volume of water infiltrated per unit length of furrow and φ the mass of solute 130 infiltrated per unit length of the furrow.
131
The system of equations (1) can be expressed in non-conservative form taking into ac-132 count:
where J is the flux Jacobian, u = Q A is the cross sectional average velocity, c = gA B
is the 134 velocity of the infinitesimal waves and B is the cross section top width. Inserting in (1):
with S nc the non-conservative source term:
where z s is the water surface level. The Jacobian matrix can be made diagonal:
with Λ the eigenvalues diagonal matrix, P the diagonalizer matrix and λ i the Jacobian 138 eigenvalues corresponding to the propagation characteristic celerities:
Furrow infiltration model
One of the most widely used empirical models in surface irrigation is the Kostiakov model 141 relating the infiltration depth Z to the opportunity time τ :
where K is the Kostiakov constant and a is the Kostiakov exponent, both empirical param-143 eters depend on soil type, soil water and compactation. From (11), the expression for the 144 infiltration rate can be derived:
Working out τ from (11) and inserting it in (12) it can be re-expressed in terms of the 
For long infiltration events, the Kostiakov model does not predict the correct infiltration 148 rate. In these cases, it is necessary to introduce the saturated infiltration long-term rate i c
149
(Walker and Skogerboe 1987). Then, the Kostiakov-Lewis model is obtained:
In furrows, the amount of water infiltrated per unit time and furrow length is proportional 151 to the wetted perimeter. Therefore, using opportunity time as the only independent variable 152 in furrow infiltration such as in (11) or (12) that purpose, Z will be replaced by α divided by the furrow spacing D so that, in furrows:
and this infiltration rate will be considered uniform all along the wetted perimeter P , in a
163
form that permits to model the time variation of infiltrated area as (Maïkaka 2004) : 
For a furrow of trapezoidal cross section:
A more recent model (Burguete et al. 2007c) , that showed a better performance in cases 169 of high relative roughness, assumes that the velocity profile can be fit by means of a power 170 function in the roughness upper zone, being negligible in the lower zone:
where b is a fitting exponent and u l is the water velocity at a vertical distance l of the bed. This model also assumes that the bed roughness irregularities are of average size l.
Neglecting the lateral exchanges of momentum, the velocity distribution that minimizes the 174 friction energy losses can be obtained (Burguete et al. 2007c; Burguete et al. 2007a) :
where ǫ is a dimensionless parameter of aerodynamical resistance depending only, in turbu-177 lent flows, on the roughness shape. This friction law is only valid for H > l. If H < l a 178 zero velocity condition is imposed for numerical stabilization of the advance over a dry bed. proposed by Rutherford (1994) will be used for practical applications:
The numerical scheme used in this paper is based on a previous study developed to 195
2. In a second step infiltration is discretized as follows:
3. In a third step, the source terms are added with an implicit discretization:
where θ ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter controlling the degree of implicitness of the source 198 term. We shall use θ = 0.5 in all model runs. This part is based on defining the vectors at the cell interfaces:
using the notation 
Then, the numerical scheme is built by defining the upwind vectors as:
where the matrices P and Λ are based on Roe's averages:
The artificial viscosity coefficient defined is as (Burguete and García-Navarro 2004):
the second order vectors as:
and the flux limiting matrices as:
where (L ± ) k is the k component of the vector L ± and Ψ is the flux limiter function. A 213 number of particular flux limiter functions have been defined in the literature (Hirsch 1990) .
214
In this paper we will use the Superbee flux limiter:
Then, the second order in space and time TVD scheme is written as (Burguete et al. 2007b) :
Second step: infiltration
218
In a second step, the contribution of the infiltration term is incorporated. Since infil-
219
tration is produced at the flow layer in contact with the porous bed (characterized by null 220 velocity in viscous flows), there is no loss of momentum. In order to avoid numerical errors 221 in the form of negative water volumes:
Exact conservation of water volume and solute mass (to the limit of machine accuracy) is 223 produced in this step, since the following equation holds:
In the third step, as mentioned in the context of (24) the discharge will be set to zero. We use:
233
• H min = 0.01m for the Manning friction model.
234
• H min = l for the power law velocity model.
235
otherwise, a friction factor r = r(A) = S f /(|Q|Q) depending only of A is defined for the 236 considered friction models, leading to a simple second order equation for the water discharge.
237
Therefore, discharge is evaluated according to: usual physical boundary condition at the inlet is a discharge hydrograph Q in = Q in (t).
248
At the outlet, it is common practice to use a rating curve of the type Q out = Q out (H out ).
249
A closed outlet can be considered a particular case with Q out = 0. For solute transport, a 250 physical boundary condition at the inlet, usually a concentration input s in (t), and a numerical 251 boundary condition at the outlet are required. the numerical boundary condition. In order to ensure the global mass conservation of the 256 scheme, the numerically generated volume variation must be combined with the desired vol-257 ume variation and therefore the following corrections must be enforced over the wetted cross 258 section at the inlet:
In order to ensure the correct formulation of the boundary we must enforce subcritical flow 260 at the inlet in the following form:
At the outlet, an exact estimation of the outflowing mass is impossible when using a rating 262 curve as boundary condition. Hence the following approximations are used:
Furrow junctions
We will concentrate on furrow junctions of the "T" type, that is, involving only a main 265 furrow and a perpendicular secondary furrow as in Figure 4 . In this way, the momentum 266 addition from the tributary furrow is in the normal direction to the main flow and viceversa.
267
The main hypothesis used to solve at the junction area is that the m main furrow grid 268 cells involved at the junction (from j to j + m) as well as the secondary furrow grid cell 269 involved (k) share a unique water surface level and a unique value of solute concentration.
270
The total volume of water V 
By requiring the conservation of water volume and the uniform surface water level z 
Finally, momentum interchanges at the junction must be considered. We will assume 279 that velocity is uniform in a cell, so that the momentum exchange is proportional to mass 280 exchange. In fact, the furrow supplying mass to the confluence loses an amount of momentum 281 in its longitudinal direction which is proportional to its loss of mass. However, since the 282 confluence is perpendicular, the furrow supplies momentum in perpendicular fashion, with 283 no component in the longitudinal direction of the receiving furrow. Taking this effect into account, the following correction over the discharges at the junction grid cells is performed:
TEST CASES AND APPLICATIONS

286
Test I: ideal dambreak with solute discontinuity
287
The ideal dambreak problem is one of the classical examples used as test case for unsteady was used for all simulations.
296
The plots in Figure 5 show the numerical solution for the water depth from the numerical 297 scheme described in this work and for the classical McCormack scheme (García-Navarro and
298
Savirón 1992) versus the exact solution for t = 20s. The numerical scheme used in this 299 research clearly shows better performance than classical MacCormack.
300 Figure 6 shows the results for the solute concentration provided by the 2nd order TVD 301 scheme using the discretization described in this work and the separate discretization (see 
304
when used in conjunction with the proposed discretization.
305
Test II: closed furrows with a confluence
In this section, the performance of the proposed numerical scheme is assessed for different 307 treatments of the boundary conditions in a set of two furrows closed in their downstream 308 ends and arranged in a "T" confluence. Figure 7 presents the geometry of the test case. an analytical solution, the total water volume and solute mass follow:
These volumes and masses can be compared with the numerical results, which are computed 317 as:
The respective conservation errors can be determined as: 
335
In the practical simulation of a level-furrow system there is a large number of confluences 336 between the conveyance channels and the irrigation furrows. Additionally, the computa-
337
tional mesh required to simulate these problems in reasonable time is often coarse. As a 338 consequence, the computational time devoted to each confluence is limited, and the conflu-339 ence should be simulated as just one cell in the conveyance channel and another cell in the 340 irrigation furrow.
341
Test III was performed to assess if -despite its crude approach -the proposed two-cell 342 confluence can produce a reasonable approximation of the flow partition. secondary furrow, respectively. In these conditions, the error can be defined as:
The model will be considered valid if under conditions of minimum error it can reproduce 360 the experimental measurements in a reasonable fashion.
361 Table 2 presents the discharges measured at the inflow and at the secondary furrow for formulated to ensure global mass conservation at machine accuracy.
382
In order to extend the model to furrow networks, a simple and computationally efficient 383 approach to the junction conditions, considered as internal boundaries, has been proposed.
384
Three numerical tests have been used to assess the shock-capturing model properties for both García-Navarro, P. Table 2 . Discharges measured at the inflow and at the secondary furrow for the five experimental flow conditions, together with the optimum weir settings (elevation over the furrow base, L) resulting in minimum simulation error. Figure 12 . Longitudinal flow depth at the main and secondary furrows, as experimentally observed and simulated, for the five flow conditions described in test III.
